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The story begins with the tale of two Wal-Marts.

When city council members balked at the proposed design plans for two new stores—the first at 99th and 
Blair High Road and the second at 132nd and L streets—the company architect said Wal-Mart designs its 
stores to meet the local community standard and city code. At that point, city leaders realized they needed to 
take substantive action if the appearance of Omaha was to improve. First, they identified the need to  
establish a community standard. Second, they identified the need to make changes to Omaha’s zoning and 
subdivisions codes, which dictate a city’s appearance.

Omaha’s residents have played an important role in addressing these two needs. They have expressed their 
desire for a better city—a place that respects its natural environment, fosters civic pride and celebrates the  
diversity of its neighborhoods. This desire is reflected in Omaha’s new community standard—the Urban  
Design Element, which lays out a framework for changing the quality of development in Omaha while  
protecting and enhancing the city’s natural environment.

The implementation of the Urban Design Element has positioned Omaha to become the first city of its size  
to develop and implement a comprehensive urban design plan. It will change the appearance of Omaha,  
resulting in long-term improvements to the city’s streetscapes, signage, landscaping, building design,  
pedestrian networks and public spaces. It also will improve the connections between the city’s  
neighborhoods, commercial centers and civic districts.

The implementation measures of the Urban Design Element consist of:
Proposed amendments to the zoning code;
Proposed amendments to the subdivision code; and
New municipal code provisions.

This information is reflected in two components: code sections and the Urban Design Article. The code  
sections include Areas of Civic Importance, Civic Place Districts, Mixed-Use Districts, Major Commercial  
Corridors, Neighborhood Conservation and Enhancement Districts, Walkable Residential Neighborhoods and 
Industrial Gateways. The Urban Design Article includes the actual urban design standards and guidelines.

These two components, while presented in separate formats, are interdependent. A chart on page 12 cross 
references which standards and guidelines in the Urban Design Article apply to each of the code sections.

On June 21, 2007, the entire package of proposed implementation measures will be available on the web at 
www.omahabydesign.org.

•
•
•
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In order to help the user understand the intent and details of the implementation measures, Omaha by 
Design has prepared one-page summaries that outline the major code sections and Urban Design Article 
standards and guidelines. In addition, each code section summary shows which of the Article’s standards 
and guidelines apply to it and where to access them in the code. 
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New and 
Revised Code Sections

A city is like a quilt, as its whole is made up of 
many individual pieces.  

In a city’s case, these “pieces” are parcels of 
land. Zoning codes are the primary means of 
regulating these parcels. Usually grouped into 
broad categories but subdivided according to 
density and intensity of activity, zoning codes 
are applied to specific geographic areas and 
dictate how the land can be used. As a result, 
any effort to change the pattern of this civic 
quilt must include changes to its zoning codes.

The code sections summarized on pages 5 
through 9 are overlay districts—areas in which 
a zoning designation supersedes the zoning 
for individual lots.  

Upon approval of the implementation  
measures, city planning staff will meet with 
property owners affected by the new overlay 
districts as they are created.

ACI
Areas of Civic 
Importance

CP
Civic Place 
Districts

MU
Mixed-Use 
Districts

MCC
Major 
Commercial 
Corridors

NCE
Neighborhood 
Conservation 
and 
Enhancement 
Districts

WRN
Walkable
Residential
Neighborhoods



Areas of Civic Importance

Every city has its strip or its loop—an important axis of commercial development and civic use 
that helps define its physical form. Omaha’s main axis of development is Dodge Street, with 
important offshoots at 10th, 24th, 72nd, 144th and 180th streets. This local formation, dubbed 
“The Fishbone,” is the basis for the Areas of Civic Importance (ACI) designation (§55-609 to 
§55-617). Its goal is to improve the overall quality of design throughout the city.

The ACI designation is a zoning overlay. A number of guidelines in the Urban Design Article will 
apply to all developments in ACI, superseding their existing zoning designations. The precise 
application of the guidelines will vary according to the selected area’s land-use patterns and 
geographic characteristics as identified by the City of Omaha Planning Department. They will 
be developed in consultation with the owners of businesses and homes in that area.  

The essential goal of the ACI designation is to preserve and strengthen a sense of place in  
image-forming parts of the city. While these are predominantly located in The Fishbone, other 
areas may be considered for ACI designation.  

The following Urban Design Article guidelines will apply to ACI:

Sidewalk areas (§55-924); build-to/set-back lines (§55-925); ground-level transparency (§55-926); s
area screening (§55-927); green parking areas (§55-928); parking structures (§55-929); site and bui
access (§55-930); neighborhood connectivity (§55-931); location of utilities (§55-932); signs (§55-93
retaining walls (§55-934); large retail building design guidelines (§55-935); general retail building
guidelines (§55-936).

The Fishbone

S. 24th Street
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Civic Place District

Midtown Crossing at Turner Park, a $250 million mixed-use development currently under 
construction, will transform the look and feel of midtown Omaha. It also will help forge a new 
image for the entire city, one that respects its natural environment, fosters civic pride and  
celebrates the diversity of its neighborhoods.

The Civic Place (CP) District (§55-627 to §55-636) designation will safeguard or improve  
image-forming sites like Midtown Crossing at Turner Park, whether public or private. CP Dis-
tricts will be largely located within Areas of Civic Importance (ACI) and will play a large role in 
determining the area’s design character. Turner Park is one of six CP Districts identified along 
Omaha’s main axis of development. The CP District, a zoning overlay, can be initiated by the 
mayor, the City of Omaha Planning Department, or a majority of residents and business owners 
in the proposed district. A plan for the district must be prepared by the planning department 
or a private organization. The CP District application will then be submitted to the Omaha  
Planning Board and Omaha City Council for approval, which will consider the designation 
based on the existence of special site characteristics or requirements, as well as the need for 
public improvements and zoning to guide future development in the area.

The following Urban Design Article guidelines will apply to CP Districts:

Sidewalk areas (§55-924); build-to/set-back lines (§55-925); ground-level transparency (§55-926); service 
area screening (§55-927); green parking areas (§55-928); parking structures (§55-929); site and building  
access (§55-930); neighborhood connectivity (§55-931); location of utilities (§55-932); signs (§55-933);  
retaining walls (§55-934); large retail building design guidelines (§55-935); general retail building design 
guidelines (§55-936); tower locations/min.-max. façade heights (§55-634[a]); important buildings  
(§55-634[b]); building design/architectural guidelines (§55-634[c]); significant vistas (§55-634[d]);  
public spaces (§55-634[e]).

Midtown Crossing at Turner Park
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Mixed-Use District

After 50 years of segregating land uses, planners and developers are responding to popular 
demand for quality urban centers that incorporate spaces for living, working and shopping 
in a pedestrian-oriented environment. Such developments already are planned for Omaha, 
with Aksarben Village, Midtown Crossing at Turner Park and North Downtown (NoDo) heading 
the list. The proposed Mixed-Use (MU) District (§55-561 to §55-565) designation will make it 
easier to build these kinds of centers in Omaha by adding a formal option to the city’s zoning 
code.

MU Districts are zoning districts generally initiated by developers at their own discretion, a 
practice that will continue with the new designation. In order to have a site zoned as mixed 
use, projects will be required to meet certain criteria, including minimum requirements for 
individual uses, the presence of pedestrian-friendly streets and other measures intended to 
make such centers attractive to potential residents, business owners and customers. These 
items must be addressed in the site plan that developers are already required to submit to the 
city for approval.

The following Urban Design Article guidelines will apply to MU Districts:

Sidewalk areas (§55-924); build-to/set-back lines (§55-925); ground-level transparency (§55-926); service 
area screening (§55-927); green parking areas (§55-928); parking structures (§55-929); site and building  
access (§55-930); neighborhood connectivity (§55-931); location of utilities (§55-932); signs (§55-933); 
retaining walls (§55-934); large retail building design guidelines (§55-935); general retail building design 
guidelines (§55-936); mixing of uses (§55-564[c]); circulation systems (§55-564[d]); plazas, public places, and 
buildings (§55-564[e]); green corners (§55-564[f]); stormwater detention areas (§55-564[g]); required open 
space (§55-564[g]).

Aksarben Village
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Major Commercial Corridor

Commercial strips, a common sight across the country, are more known for their convenience 
than their aesthetic appeal. The Major Commercial Corridor (MCC) (§55-681 to §55-688) 
designation will make Omaha’s commercial corridors more visually appealing by holding them 
to a higher standard of design.

The MCC is a zoning overlay district. Certain guidelines will apply to all new development or  
redevelopment projects in a MCC. Compliance with urban design guidelines must be  
addressed in a proposed project’s site plan.

A prime example of a MCC is 90th Street from Blondo to Crown Point. As shown in the  
rendering above left, the corridor has neither landscaping nor an actual sidewalk, and  
pedestrians, over time, have created their own walking path in the grassy area. The rendering 
above right shows how the MCC designation can transform that same stretch of street into a 
visually appealing place to shop and conduct business.

The following Urban Design Article standards will apply to MCC:

Service area screening (§55-927); green parking areas (§55-928); parking structures (§55-929); site and 
building access (§55-930); location of utilities (§55-932); signs (§55-933); retaining walls (§55-934); large 
retail building design guidelines (§55-935); and general building design  guidelines (§55-936).

North 90th Street “before” North 90th Street “after”
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Neighborhood Conservation 
& Enhancement District

Neighborhoods are the lifeblood of any city, reflecting the character of their residents. They 
are the building blocks of civic life, adding distinctiveness to the larger city and providing op-
portunities for interaction. The Neighborhood Conservation & Enhancement (NCE) District 
(§55-602 to §55-608) designation will help conserve the unique characteristics of established 
neighborhoods and commercial areas while enhancing the aesthetic qualities of newer  
neighborhoods and commercial areas. 

NCE districts will be citizen-initiated. The City of Omaha Planning Department or a private 
organization will prepare a plan on behalf of a majority interest of residents and/or business 
owners in the proposed district. Plans will be submitted to the Omaha Planning Board and 
Omaha City Council. These entities will consider the NCE designation based on the existence of 
distinctive building features, land-use patterns and landscape characteristics in need of  
protection, or a demonstrated need for specific urban design standards to enhance the  
character of existing development.

The following Urban Design Article guidelines will apply to NCE districts:

Large retail building design guidelines (§55-935); general retail building design guidelines   (§55-936).

The following Urban Design Article guidelines may apply or be adapted to NCE districts:

Sidewalk areas (§55-924); build-to/set-back lines (§55-925); ground-level transparency (§55-926); service 
area screening (§55-927); green parking areas (§55-928); parking structures (§55-929); site and building ac-
cess (§55-930); location of utilities (§55-932); signs (§55-933); retaining walls   (§55-934).

Loveland

Loveland

50th & Underwood
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Walkable Residential 
Neighborhoods

Recent studies have shown that Americans feel increasingly disconnected from their  
communities, and the consequences of this disconnection are far-reaching. Some cities have 
attempted to address this issue by encouraging denser housing developments that are  
pedestrian-friendly and designed for active use. The Walkable Residential Neighborhood 
(WRN) (§55-208 to §55-215) designation will bring this concept to suburban parts of Omaha, 
offering homeowners a safer, more appealing outdoor environment that encourages physical 
activity and social interaction.

The WRN will be voluntarily initiated by developers. It sets out site development standards that 
are modeled after old style, pedestrian-oriented neighborhoods such as Benson and Dundee. 
While the current zoning codes tend to separate uses, the WRN encourages a mix of uses so 
that people can walk from their homes to shops, libraries and other civic amenities. The intent 
is to stimulate new residential development patterns in Omaha that contain a mix of housing 
types like the State Street Project at 168th and State streets. 

The WRN is intended as a separate zoning option—it is not an overlay. It carries several criteria 
that developers must meet regarding the set-back of units from the public right-of way, the 
width of lots and the height of buildings. Projects will be approved on the basis of meeting 
these quantitative guidelines as well as the overall quality of the site plan.

Leytham
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Urban  Design Article
A new major component of the zoning code is 
the Urban Design Article. It contains the  
design standards and guidelines that are in-
tended to implement the Urban Design  
Element of the city’s master plan.

The applicability chart on the following page 
lists the Article’s 24 broad standards and 
guidelines, along with the new and revised 
code sections to which they apply. For  
example, the standards and guidelines for 
sidewalk areas apply in Areas of Civic  
Importance, Civic Place Districts,   
Neighborhood Conservation & Enhancement  
Districts (voluntarily) and Mixed-Use Districts.

Omaha by Design has prepared summaries for 
six of the most frequently used standards and 
guidelines in the Urban Design Article. They 
appear on pages 13 through 18 of this  
document.

Each of the summaries also contains a listing of 
which specific sections of the code apply to it.

Large Retail 
Building 
Design

Build-to/
Set-back Lines

Ground-level 
Transparency

On-Premise 
Signage

Retaining Walls

Green 
Parking Lots
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Applicability Chart
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Large Retail Building Design

Many Americans shop at Wal-Mart and Target. Because of their “footprint,” these large retail 
stores were once built exclusively in rural areas and on the suburban fringes of large cities. 
Within the past several years, however, large retailers have made significant inroads into  
America’s cities, including Omaha. The large retail building design guidelines (§55-935) will 
ensure that these buildings are designed in harmony with their urban context.

The guidelines focus on the exterior architecture of large retail buildings. Important provisions 
include the screening of exterior mechanical and waste collection equipment and service 
docks. The central concept, however, is the breaking up of long stretches of wall into more 
visually pleasing, human-scale sections. This can be achieved through the use of windows, 
entrance pavilions or projections, and variegated masonry.

These guidelines are not intended to establish a uniform template for large retail building 
design. As other communities have successfully proven, it is possible to have the best of both 
worlds—large retailers and quality urban design.

New and revised code sections to which the large retail building design guidelines will apply:

Areas of Civic Importance (ACI) (§55-609–§55-617); Civic Place (CP) Districts (§55-627–§55-636);  
Neighborhood Conservation & Enhancement (NCE) Districts (§55-602–§55-608);  
Major Commercial Corridors (MCC) (§55-681–§55-688); Mixed-Use (MU) Districts (§55-561–§55-565).

Wal-Mart at 72nd & Pine
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Build-to/Set-back Lines

A new wave of development across the country has renewed the public’s interest in walkable, 
street-oriented retail districts. In the metro area, the new Village Pointe and Shadow Lake  
shopping centres exemplify this increasingly popular concept. The build-to/set-back  
guidelines (§55-925) will clarify and standardize the city’s expectations for a building’s  
relationship to the public right-of-way.

The goal of the build-to/set-back guidelines is to ensure that buildings are placed in a manner 
that creates a consistent street yard featuring a sidewalk of sufficient size and a landscaped 
plot that separates the sidewalk from the street. Mixed-Use (MU) Districts and Areas of Civic 
Importance (ACI) receive specific attention, with individual building set-back distance ranges 
established for each.

New and revised code sections to which the build-to/set-back guidelines will apply:

Areas of Civic Importance (ACI) (§55-609–§55-617); Civic Place (CP) Districts (§55-627–§55-636); 
Mixed-Use (MU) Districts (§55-561–§55-565).

New and revised code sections to which the build-to/setback guidelines may apply:

Neighborhood Conservation & Enhancement (NCE) Districts (§55-602–§55-608). 

Village Pointe
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Ground-level Transparency

Windows are a key ingredient in creating welcoming spaces in urban and suburban areas. 
People respond to windows. They add life and visual interest to a building, allowing those 
inside to see the activity taking place on the street and vice versa. Windows are also a prime 
means of advertising a product and attracting customers. That’s why the Urban Design Article 
encourages the use of windows in its guidelines on ground-level transparency (§55-926). 

Transparency is critical in pedestrian-oriented, mixed-use areas. The guidelines require that 
a percentage of the façade of any building within 10 feet of a sidewalk on a public street or 
internal main street (designated within mixed-use developments) is transparent. Features that 
count toward the transparency requirement include display cases, doors and fully functional 
windows.

New and revised code sections to which the ground-level transparency guidelines will apply:

Areas of Civic Importance (ACI) (§55-609–§55-617); Civic Place (CP) Districts (§55-627–§55-636); 
Mixed-Use (MU) Districts (§55-561–§55-565).

New and revised code sections to which the ground level transparency guidelines may apply:

Neighborhood Conservation & Enhancement (NCE) Districts (§55-602–§55-608).

Hy-Vee at 156th & West Maple Road
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On-Premise Signage

Signage has an interesting relationship to the built environment. On one hand, signs are  
essential to its survival – they advertise, guide and inform those passing by. On the other, they 
are often at odds with the image of that environment and the quality of the urban experience.  

The on-premise signage (§55-933) guidelines are intended to allow for the creation of signs 
that mesh with their surroundings without losing their essential function. The signage  
guidelines address two distinct types of signs: 

Tall shopping center or business center identification signs usually placed on a pole or  
between two pylons; and 
Shorter “monument” signs made from higher-quality material like stone.  

Currently, the ceilings for identification sign height are 30-35 feet for tall signs and 25 feet for 
monument signs. This produces a jarring view along Omaha’s busiest commercial corridors. 
(This effect can be observed in the photograph above left.)  

The guidelines will limit the tallest identification signs to 25 feet and the tallest monument 
signs to 12 feet. This will result in a major improvement in the city’s design quality because the 
signs will be smaller, yet still effective, and will be made of higher quality materials.

New and revised code sections to which the signage guidelines will apply:

Areas of Civic Importance (ACI) (§55-609–§55-617); Civic Place (CP) Districts (§55-627–§55-636);  
Neighborhood Conservation & Enhancement (NCE) Districts (§55-602–§55-608);  
Major Commercial Corridors (MCC) (§55-681–§55-688); Mixed-Use (MU) Districts (§55-561–§55-565).

•
•

Wal-Mart at 
16960 West Maple Road
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Retaining Walls

Retaining walls are a common solution to problems posed by a site’s terrain. These structures, 
however, are often out of proportion with the streetscape and surrounding features, which can 
be intimidating to pedestrians and motorists alike. The retaining wall design guidelines  
(§55-534) will require new retaining walls to better fit their urban surroundings by breaking up 
the sheer rise and adding landscaping.

The guidelines permit retaining walls next to sidewalks to reach a height of 10 feet if they are 
designed with a 1.5:1 depth-to-height ratio. This will produce a gradual, terraced effect like that 
shown in the photo above. The guidelines encourage the landscaping of these terraces to help 
soften the wall’s appearance.

New and revised code sections to which the retaining wall guidelines will apply:

Areas of Civic Importance (ACI) (§55-609–§55-617); Civic Place (CP) Districts (§55-627–§55-636);  
Major Commercial Corridors (MCC) (§55-681–§55-688); Mixed-Use (MU) Districts  (§55-561–§55-565).

New and revised code sections to which the retaining wall guidelines may apply:

Neighborhood Conservation & Enhancement (NCE) Districts (§55-602–§55-608).

Wal-Mart at 72nd & Pine
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Green Parking Lots

Landscaping is an integral component of quality urban design, including parking lots. 
Throughout the country, innovative parking lot design has addressed the need for comfort 
and aesthetics as well as adequate space. The green parking lots (§55-928) guidelines will 
encourage this kind of innovation in Omaha by requiring parking lots to be designed “green.”

The guidelines contain three alternatives that allow for greater flexibility: 
A landscaped strip extending the full length of each row of parking; 
A wider strip for trees and larger shrubs extending the full length of alternating rows; and 
Landscaped “islands” or “peninsulas” distributed evenly throughout the parking area.  

These alternatives can be pursued alone or in any combination.

New and revised code sections to which the green parking lot guidelines will apply:

Areas of Civic Importance (ACI) (§55-609–§55-617); Civic Place (CP) Districts (§55-627–§55-636);  
Major Commercial Corridors (MCC) (§55-681–§55-688); Mixed-Use (MU) Districts (§55-561–§55-565).

New and revised code sections to which the green parking lot guidelines may apply:

Neighborhood Conservation & Enhancement (NCE) Districts (§55-602–§55-608).

•
•
•

Millard West High School
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Design Review Board

Design is open to interpretation. That’s why the Urban Design Element implementation  
measures contain a provision establishing a Design Review Board (§24-87 to §24-105). 

The board will provide both the city planning director and the development community with 
a mechanism that calls upon local expertise to help determine how various design goals and 
regulations in the Omaha code are met in practice.

While other municipalities have design review boards for specific districts, the Omaha Design 
Review Board will have jurisdiction over the entire city. It also will have public and private 
components. The public board will have the responsibility to review any project from a public 
entity or financed substantially with public funds, like Qwest Center Omaha. The private board 
will act largely as an appeal and consultation mechanism for developers. 

This board is not intended as another layer of governmental procedure. Rather, it will function 
only when a project does not conform to urban design standards. The Omaha Design Review 
Board will then be able to recommend alternative solutions to help meet the standard.

The proposed board will include one licensed architect, landscape architect, engineer and 
planner, plus one citizen at large and two real estate developers. Serving terms of three years, 
members will bring numerous perspectives and expertise to bear in interpreting how a project 
can be improved to comply with the urban design standards.  

Qwest Center Omaha
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